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FOUNDATION LEVEL ENGLISH [Certificate/Diploma Levels]
UNSTRUCTURED GAP-FILL [Pair/Group] EXERCISE – 04
NAME:
LECTURE GROUP:
SCORE:
/20
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Please write your answers (either a word or a phrase) in the space left below, you must discuss the answers with your
own group(s) and prepare to tell the Tutor WHY you have chosen that answer ☺

TITLE?__________________________________________________
Nani: Oh no! __1__ rice cooker is not working. How can I cook the rice? The guests __2__
be here in half an hour. You’d better call the electrician now!
Ravi: If I call the electrician now, he’ll __3__ only after the guests arrive. So what’s wrong
with the stupid thing?
Nani: I don’t know. When I __4__ it on, there was a spark near the plug and the cooker did
not work.
Ravi: It must be the fuse. It must have __5__.
Nani: So, what shall we do? I __6__ already cooked the rest of the food.
Ravi: Don’t __7__, I think I can fix it. I looks pretty easy!
Nani: You __8__? That’s wonderful!
Ravi: Come, I’ll show you how to do it. The next time a fuse blows, you can change it by
__9__. Look here, this is the fuse. You remove it and __10__ with another. Make
sure it’s of the same type. __11__ fuse is rated 13A, so you must only use another
13A fuse.
Nani: Oh, what __12__ the wires?
Ravi: As you can see, one of the wires is __13__ and it is touching the other point. This is
__14__ caused the short circuit. You have to fix the wires to the proper points. The
blue or neutral wire __15__ be fixed to the left point. The brown one is the live wire
and it is attached to the point on the right. The green and yellow one is called the
earth wire and it is fixed to the top point. There! It’s done! Let’s switch it on and see if
the cooker works now.
Nani: Oh good, it’s working again! __16__!
Ravi: Good __17__ you can cook the rice for our guests.
Nani: He, he, he, I’ve __18__ cooked the rice on the stove.
Ravi: What? I __19__ you haven’t started cooking the rice! You tricked me, you cow!!!
Nani: Yes, I told you last week about the plug but you didn’t __20__ to do anything about
it. Now you have, he, he, he…
Ravi: Ahhhh, I’m going to get you for this… But it serves me right too, ha, ha, ha!
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